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I. General Information

- 111 undergraduate programs
- 240 Master’s degree programs
- 140 Doctoral degree programs
- 15 postdoctoral training centers
- Programs of Prestigious Reputation: Chemistry, Geosciences, Automobile Engineering, Law, Physics, Mathematics, Neurology etc.
Qianwei Campus
Nanling Campus
Xinmin Campus
Chaoyang Campus
Nanhu Campus
One of the Leading Comprehensive Universities in P.R. China

- The largest university in China
- 58,000 full time students
- 12,000 students in continuing education courses
- 16 national key disciplines, 5 state key laboratories, 5 research bases for humanities and social science, 7 key laboratories sponsored by the Education Ministry and 11 by other ministries
Graduation Ceremony
One of the Leading Comprehensive Universities in P.R. China

- 15,642 staff members, including 1,072 Professors and 1,647 Associate Professors
- 10 members of the Chinese Academy of Sciences
- 4 members of the Chinese Academy of Engineering
One of the Leading Comprehensive Universities in P.R.China

- Campus area 5.3 million square meters, with 2.5 million square meters floor space
- The library contains 5.2 million volumes, with support from UNESCO, UNIDO and WORLD BANK, etc.
Campus Square
The State Key Laboratory of Dynamic Automobile Simulation
Geosciences Museum
Geosciences Museum
Where is JLU

- JLU is located at Changchun, the capital city of Jilin Province
- The city is well known for its automobile industry, movie studio
- Local Highlights: Skiing tour in Jilin
How can you get to Changchun?
City View
Asia Winter Olympic Games 2007
in Changchun
II. Active Academic Cooperation and Exchange

- Worldwide exchange and cooperation ties with more than 130 universities, colleges, and research institutes in 40 countries/districts.
- Exchanging with countries in Northeast Asia is the university’s long time tradition.
- JLU is very active in international academic exchanges.
Delegation from WASEDA University Japan
Worldwide Exchange and Cooperation

- National University of Kyiv, Ukraine
- Moscow State University, Russia
- PUSAN National University, Korea
- WASEDA University, Japan
- Kyoto University, Japan
- TOHOKO University, Japan
130 Partnership Universities

- TUBINGEN University, Germany
- Simon Fraser University, Canada
- University of Waterloo, Canada
- Laval University, Canada
- Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, USA
- Vrijie University Amsterdam, the Netherlands, etc
Delegation from TUBINGEN University Germany
Delegation From Salzburg University
Austria
African Educators to Distance Education & Network Communication Workshop
III. Highlights of Joint Research Programs

- Prof. Osamu Terasaki - leading scientist in molecular sieve study of the Stockholm University, former professor of Northeastern University of Japan

- Professor QIU Shilun - the leading scientist of the all-important national basic research project - Molecular Engineering for the Creation of New Materials
2003 Friendship Reward Ceremony
For Foreign Experts

Prof. Osamu Terasaki and His Wife
The State Key Laboratory of Inorganic Synthesis & Preparative Chemistry
IV. Open Laboratory in Progress

- **Alan G. MacDiarmid Laboratory** - the first laboratory in China that is named after a Nobel Prize Laureate.

- Joint-laboratory is an effective measure to learn foreign advanced research method and technology.
Nobel Prize Laureate in Chemistry 2000,
Alan G. MacDiarmid
Alan G. MacDiarmid Laboratory
V. Internationalization of the faculty step by step

- Since 2000, JLU has invited 163 experts for long term cooperation and about 875 scholars for short-term lectures.

- JLU launched the Foreign Language Training Project to improve the language proficiency of the faculty.
Distinguished Lecture Series
Distinguished Lecture Series
VI. Quality Teaching Programs

- JLU successfully sent out 150 domestic students under various kinds of exchange agreements in 2002.
- JLU has set up a complete system of degree programs, from baccalaureate to doctoral, for the international students.
- 1360 international Students come from 39 countries.
A complete system of degree programs
for the international students
Overseas Students Guesthouse
Dormitory for International Students
Language Lessons
Summer School
Teaching Building
Gym
Whatever your goals, JLU will offer you a dynamic place to learn, a great place to live, and a world-class place to succeed.
Thank You for Your Attention